Every substance in the universe is made up of matter that can exist in a number of different forms called **states**. Almost all matter on Earth exists in three different states: **solid**, **liquid**, and **gas**. These states of matter have very different **properties**, or ways they behave and appear. Scientists use a model to explain these different properties called the **particle model**. According to the particle model:

- all substances are made up of tiny particles.
- the particles are attracted towards other surrounding particles;
- the particles are always moving;
- the hotter the substance is the faster the particles move.

**Solids** - In solids the particles are very close together, so they cannot be squeezed. The attraction between nearby particles in a solid is usually strong. Because there are such strong bonds between the particles, solids usually have a fixed shape and a constant volume. The particles in solids cannot move freely; instead they vibrate in a fixed position.

**Liquids** - In liquids the particles are held together by attraction, but the bonds between them are weaker than those in solids. The particle attraction allows the particles to roll over each other, but they can’t ‘escape’. Liquids have a fixed volume, but the rolling motion of the particles allows them to take up the shape of their container. As in solids, the particles are still very close together, so liquids cannot be compressed into smaller spaces.
Gases spread out and will not stay in a container unless it has a lid. The particles in a gas have much more energy than those in solids or liquids, and are constantly moving. The attraction between the particles in a gas is so weak that they can move freely in all directions. They spread out and take up any space that is available, so gases have no fixed shape or volume. Because of the large spaces between particles, gases can be compressed.

You have seen that adding heat energy makes molecules move faster and that removing heat energy (cooling) makes molecules slow down. Heating and cooling affect all states of matter—solids, liquids, and gases. Sometimes when matter is heated or cooled enough, we can see pretty dramatic-looking changes. When heated, a solid can become a liquid and then a gas. Or when cooled, a gas can become a liquid and then a solid.
A. DEMONSTRATION: Do heating and cooling have an effect on matter?

1. In the demonstration, you saw food coloring move in hot and cold water. What difference did you notice in the way the color moved and mixed in the water in each cup? Draw what happened in the cups and explain each.

2. Adding heat energy makes water molecules move faster. Use this fact to explain your observations.
3. In the second demonstration, you saw your teacher put a bottle with an upside down lid into hot water. Describe what happened.

4. Adding heat energy makes the gas molecules in air move faster. Use this fact to explain your observations.

B. STUDENT ACTIVITY: What happens to a film of bubble solution when the air inside a bottle is warmed and cooled?

5. Draw what happened to the bubble film when the bottle was placed in hot and cold water.
5. Heating a gas makes molecules move faster. Cooling a gas makes molecules move slower. Use these facts to explain your observations.

6. Draw an image that shows about how fast the molecules in each bottle are moving.
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